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The Pliocene Pedro Castle Formation on the southwest corner of Grand Cayman 

is composed of the I ) rhodoli th Amphisteg ha Trnchyphyllia facies. 2 )  Amphistegina 

rhodoiith facies, 3) foram Hnlimeda rhodolith facies, 4)  rhodolith, free living and 

bnnching coral Amphisteginu facies, 5) Stylophora Halimeda Amphistegina facies, 6 )  

Halimeda Amphistegina facies, and 7) rhodolith cordiine red aigae facies. The vertical 

succession of these facies are indicative of a transgressive succession. The development 

OC this succession was influenced by antecedent topography, substrate type, water energy, 

and water depth. It appears that influences on sedimentation evolved as sea level 

gradually rose dunng the Pliocene. The timing of sedimentation Cor the Pedro Castie 

Formation is inconclusive due to the problematic correlation of this transgressive event to 

estabiished sea level curves. A Pliocene Sea level of 30-35 m as1 is similar to that seen in 

the Caribbean and globally. 



Do not go where the path may lead, 
go instead where there is no path and leave a trail 

Author unknown 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This study of the Pliocene Pedro Castle Formation on the southwestern corner of 

Grand Cayman is part of continuing research in understanding the development and 

- evolution of the Cayman Islands. The Pedro Castle Formation is rarely exposed in 

outcrop. A drilling program initiated in 199 1 has recovered numemus subsurface examples 

of the Pedro Castle Formation. This subsurface information in conjuction with outcrop 

data has enabled a stratignphic and sedimentologic analysis of the Pliocene on the 

southwestern part of Grand Cayman. 

1.2 HISTORY OF PEDRO CASTLE 

The Pedro Castle Formation, the fococus of this thesis, derived its name from the 

proximal location of its type section to the histone Pedro Castle (Jones and Hunter 1989: 

Jones 1994). This castle has mots deeply seated in the history of the Cayman Islands. A 

narration of this history reveals a tumultuous p s t  that provides a histoncal perspective to 

the name Pedro Castle. 

Pedro Castle (Figure 1. l), built in 1780, is the oldest surviving building on the 

Cayman Islands. It is situated on the south coast of Grand Cayman, southeast of 

Savannah, on Pedro Bluff. The location of the castle adds to its mystery and allure. it is 

perched on a bluff fkinged with rugged cliffs and the only seaward approach is from a small 

landing 2 km away. The upper story of the house commands a view of most of the island 

and the southem coast. For these reasons, the history of this building has been the subject 

of both stories and speculation for many genentions. Its coiourful yet curious history 

began with William Eden, the castle's owner. Eden. bom in 1737, left Devizes, Wiltshire 

and came to Grand Cayman via Jamaica in 1765. This man is a mystery. His occupation 



Figare 1.1. Pedro (St. James) M e  (A) Bdore festoration, Feb- 1995. (B) After 
moration, April1997. 



is unknown, his death is unexplained and his reason for building this great stone house on 

an isolated island is without answer. Eden's arrivai on Grand Cayman came after his 

marriage, in Jamaica, to Dorothy Bodden, daughter of Govemor Bodden. Dorothy died 

soon aftenvards and Eden remarried Elizabeth Clark, sister of Robert Knowles Clark, in 

1767. It was during his rnarriage to Elizabeth that Eden built the stone house he named St. 

James Castle. The castle was constructed by slaves using local materials and is modeled 

after English homes of that eri. The cade itsell is not what one would expect. It is not the 

grand structure cornrnonly imagined when referring to a castle. But at its time of 

construction there were only 400 people on Grand Cayrnan and the typical house was 

simple, plaster walls and a thatch roof. By modem standards this building would not be 

wonhy of the title but in comparison to the homes on the island in the lace 1700's this 

building was twly a castle. 

Through the yean the castle hüs been a home. a meeting place. a gaol. a restaurant. 

and a bar. Today this building stands as a repository of rnuch of the islands history. One 

of the most important events ever held in the castle was a public meeting on December 5th. 

183 1. At that meeting. it was decided to form the first elected parliament. For this reason 

the castle is often considered the birthplace of democracy in the Cayman Islands. Overall, 

the buildings scant history and stntegic location have resulted in colourful stones linking it 

CO the days of pirates and buried treasures. The most colourful of these stories belonged to 

a subsequent owner Thomas Hubbel in the 1950's. His stories of the castle included 

pirates, doubloons, cannons and üntiquities from under the sea. To substantiate his claims 

he restored the structure, adding a crenellated tower and fabricated a new original owner, a 

Spaniard by the name of Pedro Gomez. He also carved a new date of construction, L63 1, 

above one of the buildings arches. Historical fact refutes these claims but it is these stories, 

that have led to the development of local legends with taies of blood, doom and buried 

treasures in and around the great castle. 



Pedro Castle survived two centuries of hurricanes, fires, robbery and neglect before 

the Cayman Govemment bought the historicai building atop Pedro Bluff in 1992. The 

building has been restored to is original splendor (circa 1900) and has becorne the focus of 

a 7 acre heritage park. The Pedro St. James Castle, a name accrediting history and legend, 

contains information and history on the castles colourful pst. This restontion project was 

undertaken by the islands* tounsm rninistry and will commemonte this building as the 

birthplace of Democrxy in the Caymans. Restontion commenced in May 1996 with the 

relaying of the cornentone. Under this Stone is a time capsule containing a $1 Canadian 

coin, a May 1995 set of Caymün Islands stamps commemorating VE Day. a 1994 silver 

commemontive Cayman Islands Coin honouring the 200th anniversary of the wreck of the 

Ten Sails. and a microfiche copy of the May 1 [th, 1997 Caymanian Compas newspaper. 

To date. this is the most ambitious restoration project ever undertaken in the Cayman 

Islands. in the years to corne, the Pedro St. lames Cade will fittingly become a museum. 

housing ri11 the historicai and legendary truths of the Cayman Islands (Hint 19 10; Williams 

1 970; Shah I 996). 

1.3 GEOCRAPHIC AND GEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK 

1.3.1 Location 

The Cüyman Islands are situated between Jümaica and Cuba in the northwestern 

part of the Caribbean Sea (Figure 1 2). Grand Cayman (8 1 O 15'W. l9"zO'N), the largest of 

the three islands (Figure 1.3), is üpproximately 480 km north-northwest of Iamaica and 

240 km south of Cuba. The two smaller islands, Cqman Brac and Little Cayman. are 

located approximately 95 km nonh-nonheast of Grand Cayrnan. 

Grand Cayman is 30 - 35 km long (east to west) and 5 - 15 km wide (north to 

south) and encompasses an area of 197 km' (Spencer 1985). The island has a subdued 

topognphy. as most of it is less than 3 m above sea level. 
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Figure 1.2. Grand Caymûn's location in the Caribbean Sea (rnodified after Blanchon 
1995). 
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Figure 1.3. Study Areu und surficiul geology of Grand Cüymiin (modified nfter Jones et al. 1994b) 



1.3.2 Tectonic Setting 

The Cayman Man& are the oniy projecting peaks of the asymrnetrical Cayman 

Ridge which extends from the Sierra Maestra of Cuba south to the Gulf of Honduras, 

where it disappears beneath sediment cover in the Yucatan Basin (Perfit and Heezen L978). 

The nonh side of the Caymm Ridge, slopes gently into the Yucatan Abyssal Plain whereas 

the southern slope quickly drops more than 5000 m forming the northern margin of the 

Cayman Trench (Rosencrantz and Sclater 1986). 

The Cayman Trench is 100 - 150 km wide, 1200 km long and reaches depths in 

excess of 6000 rn (Perfit and Heezen 1978). This trench muks the present day location of 

the strike slip boundary between the northem Cünbbean Plate and the Nonh Arnerican 

Plate. The Oriente Tnnsform Fault de fines this boundary dong the northem and eastem 

edge, whereas the Swan Island Transfomi Fault delineates the southern and western edge. 

Movement of the North Americm Plate is sinistral relative to the Caribbean Plate. These 

faults are sepzrdted by the Mid-Cayrnan Rise; a nonh south spreüding center located 

southwest of Grand Czyrnan (Figure 1.4). Since the opening of the Mid-Cayman Rise, 

3040 Ma ago, the Cayman Trench has k e n  displaced 190 km relative to the North 

American Plate (Leroy et (11. 1996). 

The Cayman Ridge was predominantiy a shallow carbonate bank until it began to 

subside during the Miocene (Perfit and Heezen 1978; Hallarn 1984). Each of the Cayman 

Islands are situated on independent fault blocks that are elevated above the general level of 

the Cayman Ridge. Perfit and Heezen (1978) have estimated the rates of subsidence for 

this ridge at 6 cmlI(a dong the nonhem Caribbean rnargin. Localized uplift dunng the late 

middle Miocene elevated the Cayrnan Islands, Swan Islands, Jarnaka. and most of 

southern Cuba above sea level, w h e ~ a s  the surrounding areas continued to fault and 

subside. 





1.4 STRATIGRAPRIC OVERVIEW 

On the Cayman Islands strata at the surface and in the shallow subsurface belong to 

the Brac. Cayman, Pedro Castle. and Ironshore formations. The Cayman Unconformity 

delineates the contact between the Cayman and Pedro Casde formations (Jones and Hunter 

1994). The Pedro Cade Unconformity defines the boundary between the Pedro Castle 

and Ironshore formations. The Brac, Cayrnan. and Pedro Castle formations, which 

constitute the Bluff Group, are Tertiary in age (Jones et rd. 1994a) whereas. the Ironshore 

Formation is Pleistocene in age (Woodroffe et cil. 1983; Vézina 1997). On Grand Cayman 

the Caymün. Pedro Castle, and Ironshore formations are found in subsurface and surface 

exposures. Eüch formation has variable lateral and vertical distribution (Figure 1.3). The 

Pedro Castle Formation is the focus of this study. 

1.5 STUDY AREA 

The study area is located in the southwest corner of Gnnd Cayman (Figure 1.3). It 

extends east to West. frorn Bodden Town to the sunny beaches of the western coastline. It 

is bounded to the nonh by the south shore of North Sound and to the south by the 

coastline. 

This m a  is unique in that it contains the only natural exposures of the Pedro Castle 

Formation on Gnnd Cayman. Although most of the area is covered in vegetation, the 

Pedro Cade Formation outcrops along the coast (Figure 1.5) as rugged cliffs attaining 

heights of 12'- 1 1  -5' (3.7 m - 6.6 m). Along the coast, the Cayman Unconformity is 

visible (Jones and Hunter 1994) and accentuated by a change in the morphology of the 

karsted surface (Figure 1.6). Man made exposures of the Pedro Castle Formation are 

found at Pedro Castie Quarry (Figure 1.7). 

Of the 8 m exposed in Pedro Castle Quarry. the upper 2.5 rn is composed of the 

Pedro Castle Formation. This locality is the type section for the Cayman and Pedro Cade 



Figure 1.5. Exposures of the Pedro Castle Formation dong the southem Coast of Grand Cayrnan. Photo taken fiom Spotts Bay. 



Figure 1.6. Karst on the Pedro Castle Formation at Great Pedro Point (Pedro Bluft). 



Figure 1.7. Man made exposures of the Pedro Castle (PCF) and Cayman (CF) formations at Pedro Castle Q u q .  The Cayman 
Unconfonnity (CU) is the contact between these units. Quarry wall i s  approximately 8.5 m high. 



formations. The contact between these formations is clearly exposed (Jones and Hunier 

1989). 

1.6 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this study are as follows: 

1 . to describe the sedimentological ctiw~cteristics and facies architecture of the 

Pedro Cüstle Formation in the study üreü. 

2. to describe the physical charücteristics of the Cayman Unconformity and to 

chmcterize the effects that the topognphy of that surface had on the depositional 

regime of the Pedro Ciistle Formation. and 

3. to establish u Pliocene sea level that resulted in the deposition of the Pedro Castle 

Formation 

1.7 METHODS 

A drilling prognm initiated in 199 1 h a  to date drilled 57 wells on Gnnd Cayman. 

15 within the study area. Of these 15 wells. 10 contain the Pedro Castie Formation 

(Appendix A). Core recovery was facilitated by the use of a continuous coring Winke 

Exploration Diamond Drill. manufactured by JKS BOYLES. Under ideal conditions this 

drilling system is capable of penetrating depths up to 120 m. The recovered core is 

approximately 3.5 cm in diameter and has been split for logging. Unfavorable subsurface 

conditions in the study ürea prevented coring past depths of 35 m. 

1.7. I Core Logging and Tizin Section Petrography 

Slabbed core and accessible outcrops were Logged by identibing the biota present 

and the textud relationships found in the rock. The textures are described using 

Dunham's ( 1962) Classification scheme as modified by Embry and Klovan ( 197 1). A 

more detailed study of the core was made possible using thin section microscopy. The 50 



x 75 mm thin sections were ground to approximately 30 p and stained for calcite, using 

Alizarin Red S. The staining procedures followed those of Dickson (1965). The thin 

sections were exarnined using transrnitted light. 



CHAPTER 2 

STRATIGRAPHY 

2.1 STRATIGRAPHIC FRAMEWORK OF THE CAYMAN ISLANDS 

The geology of the Cayman Islands has undergone considerable revision since its 

original description by Matley in 1924. Matley's work was based on information gathered 

on an eleven day reconnaissance survey, five of which were spent on Grand Cayman. He 

assigned exposed strata to the Bluff Limestone and the Ironshore Formation. The Bluff 

Limestone forms the core of each island and received its name €rom its resistant nature, as it 

characteristically crops out as bluffs or cliffs. The Ironshore Formation f o m  a low 

coastal terrace on the periphery of each island. The name Ironshore was derived from a 

local term used for the low rocky type of shore that these rocks produced. The Bluff 

Limestone described as a white, massive, and commonly semi-crystalline limestone with 

poorly preserved fossils, was assigned a Tertiary age on the basis of its coral and 

foraminifera fauna. The Ironshore Formation was defined as a white and cream colored 

consolidated conl sand and marl. containing abundant well preserved coral heads which 

were used io date this formation to the Pleistocene epoch (Matley 1924a: 1924b: 1925; 

1926). 

Unfortunately, inherent lithologic inferences associated with the term Bluff 

Limestone caused considerable confusion regarding the composition of this unit. Later 

work by Jones et al. (1984). PleydelI(1987), and Pleydell and Jones (1988), showed that 

this unit was composed predominantly of dolostone, not limestone as originaily proposed 

by Matley ( 1924a; 1924b; 1925; 1926). Consequently, Jones and Hunter ( 1989) 

advocated changing the term Bluff Limestone to Bluff Formation. so that d l  lithologic 

connotations would be removed from the name. The Bluff Formation was subsequently 

elevated to group status (Jones et al. 1994b) and divided into the disconformity bounded 

Brac. Cayrnan, and Pedro Castle formations (Figure 2.1). 
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Halimeda (R) 
Gastropods (R) 

Bivalves (VC) 
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Focaminifera (VC 
Red algae (R) 

Figure 2.1. Table of Formations for the Caymans Islands. VC = very common; 
C = cornmon; LC = locaily common; R = rare (modifed d e r  Jones et al. 1994a). 



The outcrop distribution of the Teniary and Pleistocene strata on the Cayman 

Islands is variable (Figure 2.2). The Ironshore and Cayman formations crop out on al1 

t h e  islands, whereas exposures of the Pedro Castle Formation are limited to Grand 

Cayman and Cayman Brac. The Brac Formation. at the base of the Bluff Group, is limited 

to vertical exposures on Cayrnan Brx. 

2.2.1 Brac Formation 

The Brac Formation, narned after its type locality on the northeast end of Cayrnan 

Brac, is at least 33 meters thick. This late Lower Oligocene formation (Jones et al. 1994a) 

is predominately formed of limestones (wackestones to grainstones). On the south coast of 

Cayman Brac, the formation is composed of sucrosic dolostone that contains isolated pods 

of Limestone. Biotas charxteristically found in the Bnc Formation include numerous 

Lrpidocyclinn. with lesser nurnben of red algae. echinoid plates. and other foraminifera. 

Corals are absent apart from rare Porites fragments in the 2 meten below the Brac- 

Cayman unconformity. Bivalves and gastropods are also found in the Brac Formation but 

are restricted to one bed near the upper boundary. This formation has yet to be found on 

Grand Cayman or Little Cayrnan (Jones 1994). 

2.1.2 Cayman Formation 

The Cayman Formation disconfomably overlies the Brac Formation. It is 

questionably lower - middle Miocene in age (Jones et al. 1994a). This unit, which is at 

least 170 metea thick. is composed of fabnc-retentive rnicrocrystalline dolostones. The 

biota of the Cayman Formation is more diverse than that in the Brac Formation. 

Lrpidocyclinn is not found above the Brac - Cayrnan unconforrnity. Instead. 

Amphistrgina is the dominant foraminifen in the Cayman Formation. Other biota found 

in this formation include corals (massive domd, brmching, free living), bivalves, 
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(modified after Hunter and Jones 1989). 



gastropods, foraminifera, Hafimeda, red algae (free living and rhodoliths), and echinoids 

(Jones 1994). 

2.1.3 Pedro Castle Formation 

The uppermost stntignphic unit in the Bluff Group is the Pedro Castle Formation. 

This unit. which disconformübly overlies the Cayman Formation, is up to 28 m thick in 

wells SH#3 (Jones et ai. 1994b) and OWP#2. The Pedro Castle Formation, which is 

Pliocene in age (Jones et ni. 1994a). is composed of an off - white to cream colored, 

rubbly weathering dolostone, limestone, or dolomitic limestone. This unit. which is 

relatively sort compared to the dolostones of the underlying Caymar; Fomation, contains 

Free - living and branching corals. foraminifera (dorninantly Arnphisfegina), bivalves, 

gastropods. red algae (free living and rhodoliths). and echinoids (Jones 1994). 

2.1.4 lronshore Formation 

The Ironshore Formation rests unconformabiy on the Tertiary B 

unit is genenlly less than 9 m thick (Jones 1994) and commonly forms i 

luff Group. This 

a thin veneer over 

the Bluff Group. This Pleistocene unit (Woodroffe et al. 1983; Vézina 1997; Vézina et 

c d .  1 999) is iypicall y formed of friable, poorly consolidated ree fa1 limestones. calcarenites, 

and oolitic limestones that are cemented by calcite (Jones 1994). This formation is divided 

into four unconformity bound units that represent highstands from the last four interglacial 

penods (Vézina 1997; Vézina et al. 1999). The depositionai architecture of the ironshore 

Formation on Grand Cayman was descnbed by Shourie ( 1993). To date, dolomite has not 

k e n  found in this unit. The Ironshore Formation is characterized by a well preserved 

diverse huna of corals (Hunter and Jones 1988; Jones and Hunter 1990), bivalves, 

gastropods (Cerridwen 1989: Cerridwen and Jones 199 1), and tunicate spicules (Jones 

1990). 



2.2 STRATIGRAPHY OF THE STUDY AREA 

The Cayman, Pedm Castle, and Ironshore formations are found in natural 

exposures and core recovered from the study area (Figure 2.3). 

The Cayman Formation underlies the entire study area and is known to be at least 

170 m thick from well LV#3 recently drilled iit the Lower Valley Reservoir site. This unit 

is also found in outcrop as a ndge that parallels the southem coastline. 

The ridge. developed on the Cayman Formation. is a prominent discontinuous 

peripheral feature on Grand Cayman (Figure 2.4). It parallels the north. south and east 

coasts and attains heights > 6 m. This ridge is a subtle but important topognphic feature 

on the othenvise low-lying island. The formation of this peripherai ridge has been 

attributed to erosional processes during the terminal Miocene (Jones and Hunter 1994). 

Messinian (terminal Miocene) emsion resulted in the uneven removal of the upper 

portion of the Cayman Formation, creating the Cayman Unconforrnity. The topography on 

this Unconformity is of variable relief (Figure U A ) .  It generally rises inland from the 

coast and then drops to depths of up to 25 m bsl in the study area. 

The Pedro Castle Formation was found in 10 of the 15 wtlls drilled in the study 

area (Figure 2.3). This unit generally fills topognphic lows on the top OF the Cayrnan 

Formation (Figure 2.6.2.7) and assuming deposition was uniform across the island, the 

original thickness rnay have been greater than 44 m. This thickness estimate is based on 

the base of the formation at 28 m bsl in OWP#2 to exposures that are 16 m as1 near Pedro 

Castle (Figure 1.5A. B). Today, the variable thickness of the formation (Figure 2.5B) 

reflects late Pliocene - early Pleistocene erosion that removed most of this formation from 

much of the island. 

The Pedro Castle Unconfomity delineates the boundq between the Pedro Cade  

and [ronshore formations. This unconformity represents an erosive event that took place in 

post-Pliocene times. This drop in sea level initiated the partial to complete removal of the 
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Figure 2.6. Stratignphic relationships of the Cayman, Pedro Cade and Ironshore 
formations. (A) Map of the western part of Grand Cayman showing the location of the 
Western, Patrick Island LagoonJewlmds and Lower Valley transects. (B) Western 
Transect (C) Lower Valley Transect (D) Newlands Transect (E) Patrick Island Lagoon 
Transect. Note in each transect the ïrregular topognphy of the Caymui Unconformity 
and the nearly horizontal nature of the Pedro Castie Unconformity (modified from Jones 
and Hunter 1994). 



North 

Figure 2.7. Geometry of planed Pedro Castle 
and Cayman Formations at Rogers Wreck Point. 
Cayman Unconformity (dashed line) shows a 
karst related topography and has been tnincated 
by the overlying Pedro Castle Unconformity 
(solid Line) (modified after Vézina 1997). 



Pedro Castle Formation from most of Grand Cayman. This erosive event planed the top of 

the Pedro Castle Formation (Figure 2.6.2.7) and in some locaiities (most of the eastern 

end of the island) removed it entirely. In areas where the Pedro Castie Formation is absent. 

the Pedro Castle Unconformity truncates or merges with the Cayrnan Unconformity. This 

situation is found at many localities on Grand Cüyman (Figures 2.6, 2.7). At Paul 

Bodden's Quany (PBQ), on the West end of the islmd. the Pedro Castle Unconformity 

merges with the Cayman Unconformity (Jones and Hunter 1994). There. the Ironshore 

Formation directly overlies the Cayman Formation. Nevertheless. dolostones of the Pedro 

Castle Formation fil1 worrn and sponge borings developed on the top of the Cayman 

Formation. The presence of the Pedro Castle Formation at PBQ (ai 0.5- 1 m asl) suggests 

that the formation was removed by erosional processes before deposition of the limestones 

that now form the Ironshore Formation. 

In the study area the Ironshore Formation generally forms a thin veneer, - i rn thick 

over most of the Tertiary strata. The formation increases in thickness towards the western 

arm of the island where it attains thicknesses up to 17 m (Shoune 1993). Recovery of this 

formation in wells is genenlly poor. Outcrop distribution is also minimal due to the low 

relief of the land in the area. 

2.3 CAYMAN UNCONFORMITY 

The Cayman Unconformity, between the Cayman a ind Pedro Casti e formations, 

developed during the Messinian (terminal Miocene). 5 - 6.7 Ma ago (Jones and Hunter 

1994). Sea Level during this time reached a temponry lowstand that caused the 'Messinian 

Salinity Crisis' (MSC) leading to the deposition of thick evaporite successions in the 

Meditenanean (Hsü et al. L977). As a result of this eustatic drop in sea level many isolated 

oceanic islands, such as Grand Cayman, became subaerially exposed and subsequently 

karsted. Ahüron et al. ( 1993) stated that the drop in sea level was sudden and the resulting 



lowstand lasted for a period of 1.5 million years. The Cayman Unconformity therefore 

must have developed during this tirne (Jones and Hunter 1994). 

The position of the Cayman Unconformity has k e n  difficult to delineate because it 

is not exposed in most areas of Grand Cayman. This subtle feature (Figure 2.8A.B) is 

only identified in 4 outcrops on the island and is conspicuously absent from massive 

exposures on the east end. The absence of the unconformity in outcrops can be attributed 

to removal by Iüter erosion or burial beneath the Pedro Castle and tronshore Formations. 

The imptementation of the drilling and coring prognm in 199 1. provided new information 

regarding the position of this unconformity. Consequently, Jones and Hunter ( 1994) 

constmcted a conceptual mode1 showing the topognphy that developed on the Cayrnan 

Unconformity by the end of the Miocene (Figure 2.9). The topognphy on the 

unconformity is the result of progressive bedrock dissolution by meteoric and groundwater 

activity during the Messinian. Preferential dissolution of the carbonates on the interior of 

the island resulted in the formation of a prominent peripherai rim that surrounded a deep 

depression. This rim contained many breaches, the most significant being Pedro Gap on 

the south coat (Figure 2.9). This gap, located between Spotts and Pedro Castle. is 

approximately 1 km wide and 50 rn deep. The resultant topognphy from the dissolution 

process resembled an atoll-like structure w ith two distinct geognphical areas. the westem 

and eastem zones. The westem zone is a bowl-shaped depression that has its base at least 

50m below the top of the southern periphenl rim. The more subdued eastem zone was not 

subject to the same degree of dissolution and lies 20-30 m above the base of this western 

depression (Jones cr al. 1994b). A comparison of the mode1 and location map shows that 

North Sound is located over a remnant of the depression designated as the western zone. 

2.4 SYNOPSIS 

The current stratignphic fnmework of Grand Cayman consists of three 

unconformity bounded units. the Cayrnan, Pedro Castle, and Ironshore formations. tn the 



Figure 2.8. The Cayman Unconformity (A) Pedro Castle Quarry: Exposure of the 
Cayman Unconformity (CU) between the Cayman Formation (CF) and the Pedro 
Cade Formation (PCF). Quarry wall is approximatly 8.5 m hi& (B) Close up of 
the Caymaa Unconforniity (CU). C I i m  (sponge) borings (Cb) are commonly fomd 
exîending bdow the contact ofthe Cayman Formation (CF) and the Pedro Castie 
Formation (PCF). Pen is 14 cm long. 



Figure 2.9. A) Conceptuai mode1 showing the topography on the Cayman unconformity. 
B) More detailed version of (A) showing the topography on the Cayman unconformity 
(modifed after Jones and Hunter 1994). 



study m a ,  al1 three units are found in surface and subsurface exposures. Dunng the 

terminal Miocene, the top of the Cayman Formation underwent extensive kanting that led 

to the development of the Cayman Unconforrnity. The resultant topognphy resembled an 

atoll-like structure with ü peripheral rim enclosing a low-lying interior. The Pedro Castle 

Formation filled in the erosiond lows that had developed on the top of the Cayman 

Formation. The original thickness of the Pedro Castle Formation is unknown. because 

later erosion planed off the top of this unit and removed much of this original thickness. 

The Ironshore Formation caps these onits as a thin veneer over much of the area. 



CHAPTER 3 
SEDIMENTOLOGY AND FACES ARCHITECTURE 

OF THE PEDRO CASTLE FORMATION 

3.1 SEDXMENTOLOGY 

3.1.1 De finitions 

Facies in the Pedro Castle Formation have been described using a two-fold method. 

Megafossils (> 2 cm) and the surrounding matrix (including fossils < 2 cm) are described 

separately. Both are classified by Embry and Klovan's ( 197 1) modifications to Dunhams's 

( 1962) classification scheme. This method is used because the study incorporates large 

exposures (meters - 10 meters) and drill core (3.5 cm diameter). When combining and 

interpretating data of different scales there are many inherent problems. F i t ,  facies 

classification will Vary depending upon the scale of observation. Outcrops permit meter 

scale observations whereas drill cote testricts observations to the 3.5 cm core diameter. As 

a result, what may be considered a mudstone in core rnay be classified as a floatstone in 

outcrop. This is mainly because megafossils are under-represented in core (Figure 3.1). 

In Pedro Castle Quarry, there are many large (> 10 cm) well preserved free-living corals. 

In core recovered from the study area, these large corals are generally absent. This is a 

function of the distribution of the corals and the fact that the core wiil commonly not 

intersect them Consequently, the interpretation of core data alone can produce a skewed 

view of the environment. The two foLd method of classification is utilized to overcome the 

problems associated with incorponting outcrop and core data Similar procedures were 

used by Jones and Hunter (l994b), Wignall(1995), and Montpetit (1998). 

3.1.2 Skeletal A llochems and Preservation 

The Pedro Cade Formation is composed of a variety of skeletal allocherns. Free- 

living corals (e-g. Trachyphyllia) and branching corals ( e g  Styiophorn, Porites) are 



Figure 3.1. Exposure of the Pedro Cade Formation in Pedro Castle Quarry (PCQ). 
Note abundance of large fossils: TrachyphyIIia mol& ÇZn), bivalve sheil mold (Bm) 
and bivalve shelï cast (Bc). Head of Hammer is 17 cm long. 



cornmon wheteas colonial cords (e.g. Montastrea, Leptoseris) are rare. Other large 

allochems (>2cm) include rhodoliths. The matrix includes numerous benthic forams 

(Amphistegina, Sphureogypsinn, miIiolinids, fusilinids). Amphistegina is the dominant 

benthic species throughout the formation. Halime&. bivalves, gastropods, encnisting and 

branching Homotrematidae, echinoderms, rhodoliths (c 2 cm), encrusting and coralline red 

algae, and planktonic forams (globorotalids) are found in varying numbers in the matrix. 

The preservation of these allochems is variable. Srylophora, Trachyphyllia. and 

Montmtrea are invariably leached and are identified by morphology and corallite molds. 

This leaching cornmonly reveals mud filled sponge borings in the coral (Entobia - cf. 

Pleydell. 1987). Porites are preserved as recognizable fragments, either as hollow or 

external mud molds. Foraminifera tests (Amphistegina. Sphaerogypsina, miliolids, 

fusilinids, Homotremn, Sporadotrentct, g loborotaiids) are replaced b y fabric re tentive 

dolomite or are leached (to varying degrees) and are therefore evident only as molds. 

Corailine red algae are rnost cornmonly preserved by fabric retentive dolomites. 

Echinodem rin: replaced by dolomite and are evident in thin section as uniaxial crystals 

that are cornmonly surrounded by syntaxial overgrowths. Bivalves and gastropods are 

commonly leached and preserved as molds that are filled with calcite cement. Halimeda 

are preserved as mud cas& or hollow molds. 

3.2 FACIES OF THE PEDRO CASTLE FORMATION 

The Pedro Castle Formation in the study area c m  be divided into seven facies, al1 

composed of dolostone (Table 3.1). Facies delineation is on the basis of biota content and 

texture. 
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~ a t i a a  
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Molluscs 
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Styiophora 
Tichyph~Ii8 

Pofites 
a m  

Molluscs 
Sporadooema 

Amphistegrna 
Halimeda 
Molluscs 

Amphistegina 
Halimeda 
Rhodoîii 

Y A m  
Molluscs Wadre- 

mudstone 

Table 3.1. Facies in the dolostones of the Pedro Castle Formation 
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Rhodoli th-Amphisteginu-Trachyphylliu facies 

This fiicies is best described as a TmchyphvlIia. rhodolith floatstone with an 

Amphktegina wückestone matrix (Figure 3.2). Rhodoliths greater than 2 cm in diameter 

dorninate this facies. The shape of these rhodoliths is dependent upon the composition of 

the nuclei. which varies locally and includes Halimedu, shell fragments. lithoclasts. andor 

c o d  fragments Srnaller rhodoliths ( 1-2 cm) tend to be spherical to prolate whereas larger 

rhodoliths (> 2 cm) are discoidal to bladed. The white red algal layen of the rhodoliths 

contnst sharply with the light to medium brown mud mauix. These algd layers cornmonly 

altemate with layers of an encrusting homotremidae. There is a notable vertical decrease in 

the size of the rhodoliths in this facies. The coral biota is dominated by the free-living coral 

Trachyphyllin, with Montastrea and Stylophorcl being scattered throughout. These corals 

are leached and preserved as external molds. The matrix locally varies from a wackestone 

to a packstone. Amongst the randornly oriented smaller allocherns, Amphistegina 

dominates with Halimeda being locally common. 

Amphistegina-Rhodolith facies 

Numemus Amphisteginginn and spherical rhodoliths, less than 1 cm in diameter, are 

the most abundant dlochems in this facies (Figure 3.3). Amphisteginu, the dominant 

allochem. has variable preservation (intact, partial - completely leached). Allochems are 

randomiy distributed in the packstones of this facies. Grainstones are found locally. Biota 

found in smilller concentrations include extemal molds of Halimeda, partiaiiy leached - 

replaced Sphaerogypsina, and leached moilusc fragments. Encrusting and branching 

(Sporcrdotrmi) varieties of Homotrematidae iire present in even lesser nuinbers. This 

facies cm be distinguished from other rhodolith-bearing facies by the notable absence of 

larger (>2 cm in diameter) rhodoliths and coral megahssils in conjunction with an overail 

low abundance and diversity of biota. 



F î r e  3.2. Core photo of the Rhodolith AmphistegiruI TirachyphyIIiu Facies fiom 
O W 1 A  Rhodoliths (Rh) and Trachypphyu mold Ur) have been highlighted. 
Note rhodolith with colonial c o d  nucleus (Ra) at top ofcore. Core is 3.5 an in 
diameter. 



Figure 3.3. Core photo of the Amphistegina Rhodohh Facies &om OWP#2. 
Arnphstegim (A) and rhodoliths (Rh) have been highîighted. Core is 3.5 cm in 
diameter. 



Rhodolith-Free Living and Branching Coral-Amphisteginn facies 

The floatstones of this facies are chmcterized by a diverse faunal assemblage that 

includes high concentrations of corals and rhodoliths (Figure 3.4). This unit contains the 

free-living coral Truchyphyllicr dong with numerous branching corals (including 

Stylophorci and Porites). Rhodoliths, greater [han 2 cm in diameter. are the dominant 

larger allochem (> 2 cm) whereas small rhodoliths. 1-2 cm in diameter, are Found in lesser 

numbers. Al1 rhodoliths are spherical to prolate in shape. Their shape is a function of the 

nucleus morphology, which is cornmonly cornposed of con1 fragments or branches. Al1 

corais in this facies are leached and preserved as extemal molds. The wackestone rnatnx 

contains numerous Amphistegina. lesser numbers of molluscs, Homotremo, 

Sporadotrema, Spharrogypsin<i. and conlline red algae. Although Halimeda is generall y 

rare. it is locally abundant. The bimodal size distribution of rhodoliths and the presence of 

branching corals distinguish this facies from the Rhodolith - Amphisteginu - 

Trachyphy l ia  Fdc ies. 

Rhodolith-Coralline Red Algae facies 

The mudstones of this facies contain minor concentrations of coralline red algae and 

scattered spherical rhodoliths that are less than 1 cm in diameter (Figure 3.5). Other 

alloc hems. including Porirrs. Sphaerogypsina, rnolluscs and encrusting Homotrema. are 

genenlly rare and small ( l e s  than 5 mm long). The bioclasts commonly have a thin, 

circumgranular dgal coating. The corailine red algae generaily has a crudely planar 

orientation. This facies is eüsily identified by its predominanceof conliine red algae and 

generai lack of other biota. 



Figure 3.4. Core photo of the Rhodoiith Free Living and Branching Coral 
Amphistegina Facies fiom OWP#lA Trachyphyllia Ur), Sîylophora moIds (St) 
and SphaerogyppsiM (S) have been highhghted. Core is 3.5 cm in diameter. 



Figure 3.5. Core photo of the Rhodolith CoraIline Red Algae Facies h m  
OWWCI. Rhodoliths (Rh) and Condine Red Algae (CA) have been highlighted. 
Core is 3.5 cm in diameter. 



Stylophora-Amp histegina-Halimeda hcies 

Numerous Stylophorri dominates this facies (Figure 3.6). This bnnching coral has 

a diameter of 5-10 mm and is commonly fragmenteci. It is invanübly leiiched and the molds 

are commonly piutially filled with calcite cernent. Other c o d s  found in this hcies include 

Pontes fragments and scattered Trachyphylliu. These conls have a tündom orientation. 

The mavix of this floatstone facies is a wackestone to packstone but does include local 

patches of grainstone. The matrix is dominated by amphistegid forams and Hdimeda 

fragments. Other skeletal allochems include Sphaerogypsina, conlline red dgae. mollusc 

fragments, rhodoliths (c 2 cm in diameter), encrusting and bnnching Hornotrematidae, al1 

in lesser numbers. Allochems in the matrix are rmdomiy orientated. 

Bivalve-Foram-Halimeda-Rhodolith facies 

This facies is distinct because it contains large disarticulated bivalve shells and a 

diverse biota (Figure 3.7). Amphistegina and Sphaerogypsinn, which are the dominant 

forams, are found with Hnlimea plates and rhodoliths. The matrix varies from a 

wackestones to packsiones. and locally grainstones. MoiIuscs, encrust ing and branc hing 

varieties of Homotrematidae. free-living (Trachyphyllia) and branching corals (Purites. 

Srylophora) are scattered throughout the facies. Rhodoliths, less than 1 cm in diameter. are 

most commonly prolate in shape. This shape can be attributed to Halimedu being the most 

common nuclei. Skeletal materiai in the matrix is commonly leached and the matrix is light 

beige in color. 

Halimeda-Amph istegina Facies 

The wackestones to mudstones of this facies contain a sparse biota (Figure 3-51. 

Amphisteginrr, Halimeda. and rhodoliths are the only identifiable allochems. Rhodol iths 

with unidentifiable nuclei are less than 1 cm diameter. Amphkeginn üre partially to 



Figure 3.6. Core photo ofthe S'ophora filalRn& Arnphistegina Facies fiom 
OWP#l . Srylphora molds (St), Hdmte& molds @) and Amphistegina (A) are 
highlighted. Core is 3.5 cmin diameter. 



F i  3.7. Core photo of the Bivalve Foram Hatirne& Rhodolith Facies fiom 
L W l .  Bivalve mold (Bm), H + e &  @) and rhodoliths (Rh) are highlighted. 
Core is 3 -5 cm in diameter. 



figure 3.8. Core photo of the H&e& Anrphisrgina Facies fkom OWP#lA 
Halime& (II) and Amphistegiw (A) have been highiighted. Core is 3.5 cm in 
diameter, 



completely letiched and Hrrfirrzedti are invariably dissolved. Most biociasis in this Facies 

are less than 5 mm long. These mudstones and wiickestones tend to interfinger vertically 

and laterally with each other. 

3.3 FACIES ARCHITECTURE 

Three stratigrdphic cross sections, the Lower Valley, Patrick Island Lagoon, and 

Western tnnsects show the variable vertical and Iatenl facies distribution in the Pedro 

Castle Formation on the western half of Grand Cayman (Figure 3.9). The Lower Valley 

and Patrick Island Lagoon transects embody the facies distribution in wells and outcrops 

exarnined during this study. The Western Transect integntes one core examined in this 

study (SHT#L) with previous work by Wigna11( 1995). Many of the facies defined during 

this study can be correlated with those defined by Wignall ( 1995) (Table 3.2). 

The Lower Valky Transect provides the most extensive view of the vertical and 

lateral facies variation in the Pedro Castie Formation. This transect was exarnined in the 

rnost detail and therefore serves as the key in understanding the facies in this formation 

3.3.1 Lo wer Valley Transect 

The Lower Valley Transect reveals distinct north-south facies variations (Figure 

3-10). The basal Rhodolith Amphisteginu Trachyphyilia facies, which is 4.5-6 m t hick, 

diectly overlies the Cayman Unconformity (Figure 3.10). Although this unit occupies a 

consistent stratignphic position above the Cayman Unconformity, it lies at varying 

elevations relative to sea level. This indicates that this facies is related, in some mmner, to 

the Cayman Unconformity. 

In wells LVR# 1 and OWWt2, the basal Rhodolith Arnphirregh Tradzyphyflia 

facies is overlain by the Amphistegina Rhodolith Facies (Figure 3.10). To the north in 

well OWP#lA. this facies (c 1.5 m thick) is located 3 m above the upper contact of the 



Figure 3.9. Location map showing positions of the Lower 
Patrick Island Lagoon and Western Tnnsects. 



: R hodo lit h-Amphistegina- Trachyphyllia 

Amphistegina-R hodolith 

Rhodolith-Free Living & 
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Rhodolith-Coralline Red Algae 1 
Stylophora- Halimeda-Amphistegina 
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Table 3.2. Cornparison of facies identified in this study of the Pedro Castle Formation 
with those delineated by W1gaa.U (1995) in the Safe Haven area. 



Rhodoli t h Air~p>ti.vte,qirzcr Trcrcliyphylfi~~ facies ( Figure 3.1 0). This facies has not been 

found in the northern wells (Figure 3.9). 

In LVR# 1, the Bivalve Forüm Hdirrzed<r Rhodolith facies directly overiies the 

Amphis tegin~ Rhodolith facies (Figure 3.10). In the OWP#I A well, the Bivalve Fonm 

Hnlinieh Rhodolith facies, which is over 7.6 m thick, contains a 0.6 m thick interval of 

the Amnplzisfeginri Rhodolith facies 3 m above ihe top of the Rhodoliih Amphistegina 

Trnchypkyllicl Facies. The Bivalve Forüm Htrii~tzedcl Rhodolith facies is, however, absent 

from well OWP#2 (Figure 3.10). This facies has not been found nonh of well OWP#l A. 

The Rhodolith Free Living and Bmnching Con1 Amphistegina facies directly 

overlies the Bivdve Foram Htrlirried~t Rhodolith Facies in well LVR#l where it is - 4.5 m 

thick (Figure 3.10). This fiicies is also found locülly in wells OWP#IA and OWP#I 

(Figure 3.10). 

Most of the upper part of the Pedro Castle Formation in the Lower Valley Transect 

is fomed of the Stylopliorri Hcilirwdi Amphivreginci facies (Figure 3.10). This facies, 

however, overlies different units in each well (Figure 3.10). Locally. thin Iayers of the 

Rhodolith Free Living and Brünching Coral Arnpliistegina facies, the Halimeda 

Amphistrginci facies, and the Rhodolith Coralline Red Algae facies are intercdated with the 

Stylopliorcl Hdinzrdc~ Atnphisteginn facies. The Hitlimed~i Amphimginci facies is 0.6- 

0.9 m thick and restricted to wells OWP# 1 and OWP# 1 A. The Rhodolith Cordline Red 

Algae facies is near horizontal and restricted to wells nonh of OWP#2. It is less than 1.5 m 

thick and is found rit two strütigraphic Ievels 1.2 m üput in well OWP#I. 

3.3.2 Patrick Island Lagoon Transect 

In the Patrick Island Lagoon Trmsect. which is 5 km West of the Lower Valley 

Tnnsect, the Pedro Catle Formation is Formrd entirely of the Rhodolith Amphisteginn 

Trcich\phfllk Ficies ( Figure 3.1 1 ). As in the Lower Valley Transect. this Facies directly 
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Figure 3.11. Facies distribution in the Pedro Castie Formation, Patrick Island 
Lagoon Transec t. 



overlies the Cayman Unconformity. In this transect the formation increases to - 3 m thick 

at its northern end (PIL#2). 

3.3.3 Western Transect 

The Western Transect, w hich lies - 5 km to the West of the Patrick Island Lagoon 

transect, shows distinct north south facies variations (Figure 3.12). Along this transect, 

the Pedro Castle Formation encompasses five facies (Figure 3.12). Three of these facies 

were also found in the Lower Valley. 

As in other transects the Rhodolit h Amphistegina Truchyphyllia facies f o m  the 

basal facies in this tnnsect (Figure 3.12). It is 4.6-6.1 m thick and directly overlies the 

Cayman Unconformity. 

In well SH#3. the Bivalve Forim Ficilimedu Rhodolith facies directly overlies the 

Rhodolith Amphistegina Trnchyphyllic~ facies in well SH#3 (Figure 3.12). The Bivalve 

Fonm Halimeda Rhodolith facies is 6.1-7.6 m thick and approximately 3 m above the 

base of this facies is a 0.3-0.6 m interval of the Solitary Con1 Forarn Halimeda facies. 

The Bivalve Fonm Hdimeda Rhodolith facies is overlain, in well SH#3, by the 

Halimeda Mollusc and Coral Forami ni fe ra Hdimeda facies. These in tervals do no t have 

equivaients in the Lower Valley and appear to be restncted to the Safe Haven area. Further 

information regarding their distribution c m  be found in Wignall(1995). 

The uppermost facies in well SH#3 is the Srylophorn Hdimeda Arnphistegina 

facies which directly overlies the Eialimrdtt Mollusc facies (Wignail 1995). This facies is 

also found at two other depths in the well with a total thickness < 3 m. It is found - 3 m 

below the top of the formation and is vertically bound on either side by the Halimeda 

Mollusc facies. It is also found as an approximately 0.6 m lens at the base of the 

formation, where it is bound on the upper and Iower contacts by the Rhodolith 

Amphisteginn Trachyphyllia facies. 





Cornparison of the Lower Valley (Figure 3-10), Patrick Island Lagoon (Figure 

3.1 1) and Western (Figure 3.12) transects show eut-west variations in hcies. West of the 

Lower Valley Transect, the Pedro Castle Formation thins and is cornposed strictly OF the 

Rhodolith Aniphirteginci Trrichypltyllkr facies. In the Western Transect (Figure 3.12). 

north of well SHT#l, the formation ihickens and facies diversity increases (Wignall 1995). 

Genenlly. facies within the Pedro Castle Formation in the Lower Valley Transect, 

Patrick Island Lagoon Transect and Western trdnsect rire easily recognizüble, uniform in 

thickness, laterdly restricted and vertically confined. 

3.4 SYNOPSIS 

The dolostones of the Pedro Castle Formation are divided into seven facies. These 

facies are delineated on the bais  of biota and texture. These units are laterally restricted. 

vertically contined and of uniform thickness and each contain chancteristics that make them 

distinct and easily recognizable. 



4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Facies analysis provides insight to the paleoenvironment of a given horizon and 

can be a usefui way of comparing local sea level history to established eustatic sea level 

curves. There are inherent problems when utilizing plants and animals such as 

rhodoliths, trachyphyllid and sty lop horid corals. foramini fera, red and green algae, 

echinoids, gastropods and bivalves to detemine paleoenvironments and paleo-sea levels. 

Identibing biota indicative of any one environment is difficult due to the adaptive nature 

of these marine plants and animals. Thus, when examining outcrop or core, the fossil 

assemblage and abundance. nther than presence of a particular organism are the more 

important indicators of paleoenvironment. 

4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL 1 MPLICATIONS OF A LLOCHEMS 

The ecology of dominant flora and huna in a sequence cm provide significant 

insight into the paleoenvironment of deposition. Once an understanding of the diverse 

habitats these organisms thrive in is achieved, an interpretation on the environment of 

deposition can be made. 

4.2.1 Foraminifera 

Forminifera are unicellular or acellular organisms, I -  10 mm in size, that may 

secrete a mineraliized chambered test. Water depth and temperature dictate the 

distribution of foraminifera. Water depth governs the amount of light that reaches the 

symbiotic algae known to be associated with many foraminiferal species as well as 

regulating the hydrostatic pressure on the animal. Benthonic forams live on the sea floor 

and are abundant constituents of lagoonal. back reef and shallow neritic settings. 



Encrusting forams commonly coat sea grasses in the bück reeVlagoonal setting and are 

charicterized by a Flai ventral side. Planktonic forrims typically live in surface waters 

down to lOOOm and upon deaih rain down to the sea tloor. The tests of planktonic 

forams are extremely delicate and cannot withstand significant abrasion (Scoffin 1987). 

Amphistegina 

Amphistegiricl. a common Caribbean reefal tüxon, is the most abundant foram 

found in the Pedro Castle Formation. This benthonic genus principally inhabits reef, near 

reef and carbonate bank environments in water depths not much greater than 100 m 

(Cushman 1954; Crouch and Poag 1979). Amphisteginu has a widespread distribution 

and cannot be characterized as diagnostic of any one environment (Cushman 1954). 

These forams live primarily as epibionts on sea grasses and hard substrates, but may also 

live in or on soft sediments (Crouch and Poag 1979: Hottinger 1975). The presence of 

thinner walled tests and a generaily flatter. more lenticular test shape has been attributed 

to lower light levels and quieter waters (Hallock 198 1; Hallock et cil. 1986). 

Homotrema 

Homotrrn,<z is a cranberry-red to pink sessile foraminifera that commonly 

encmsts the lower surfaces of shells, corals, and shoaI or reef detritus (MacKenzie et (il. 

1965). This sciaphilic foram is found most abundantly in lagoons and is rmly found in 

deeper waters (Cushman 1954). The presence of encrusting forams, such as Homotremn. 

implies the presence of a stabilized substnte (Gill and Hubbard 1986). 

Glo  bigerinids 

Globigerinids are pianktonic Corans that are commonly incorporated into outer 

sheK and dope sediments. These delicate torarns are most abundant in deep-water oozes 



(Cushman 1954). The presence of globigrinids in lagoonal deposits argues for a bank 

margin open to the sea with no reef restriction (Gill and Hubbard 1986) 

4.2.2 Calcareous Algae 

Algae are üquatic plants that manufacture their own food using photosynthetic 

energy and lack the vascular tissue of the higher plants (Scoffin 1987). 

Green Algae (Codiaceae) 

Codiaceae aigae are abundant constituents of lagoonalfback reef environments. 

Green algae. utilizing a hardy rootsystem, colonize reefs. flat bottom plains of sand, 

rubble and hard substrates. 

Hnlimecic~, a common f o n  of green algae, is a major contributor to carbonate 

sediments. These plants are common throughout the carbonate factory and may Iive 

down to depths of 70 m but are most productive in depths c 15 m (Hine et ai. 1988, 

Liddell et (il. 1988). Most species of Hcilirnerla prefer hard substntes but may live in 

sandy environments (Goreau 1963). 

Red Algae (Corallinaceae) 

Articulate corallines (Corallinoideae) and crustose corailines (Melobesioidae) are 

common constituents in the sediments of the Pliocene on Grand Cayman. Articulated 

coralline red aigae are randomly branched plants that typically grow in small tangled 

clumps. These free living algae are more delicate than the crustose varieties and 

generally live in shaded sheltered settings (Humann 1993). These plants prefer stabilized 

substntes and disintegrate into sand shaped sedimentary particles upon death (GiI1 and 

Hubbard 1986). 

Crustose varieiies of Conllinaceae algae are commonly preserved in rhodoliths. 

Factors which limit rhodolith distribution include Iight, salinity, turbidity, hydnulic 



energy luid nuclei supply. Hydraulic energy and nuclei supply are the two most 

important variables dictaiing rhodolith development in tropical lagoons (Hills 1998). To 

develop rhodoliths, the level of hydnulic energy must be within a specific 'window'. 

Too much energy cause the bnttle algal thallus to be abraded and destroyed whereas, too 

little energy may suffocüte the alga in fine sediment (Hills 1998). Rhodoliths will 

typically develop in areas that are protected from open water. Coralline algal growth 

form has been used as an indicator of environment. A laminar growth form implies the 

nodules were overturned frequently by waves or currents whereas, a columnar or 

branched fom implies nodules were immobile in quiet water (Bosellini and Ginsberg 

197 1). The true value of growth form as indicaton of environment has corne under some 

scrutiny (Reid and McIntyre 1988). Algal nodules have been found actively growing in a 

variety of non muddy environments to depths of up to 90 m (Adey et al. 1982; Bosence 

1983; Reid and McIntyre 1988; Minnery 1990; Littler et r d .  199 1). 

4.2.3 Corals 

Hermatypic sclentinian corals flourish in the photic zone at depths less than 

lOOm (Wells 1967). These conls are limited by the requirements of their symbiotic 

zoozanthellae to warm, normally marine waters of the tropics. The clearer the water the 

greater the depth of vigorous coral development. The principle limiting factor being the 

amount of light. These corals grow most successfully and rnost abundantly within the 

zone of wave action at depths < 20 m. These filter feeding conls generdly prefer a firm 

non muddy substrate 

Stylophorrr is a zooxanthellate cocon1 that becme extinct in the Caribbean at the 

end of the Pliocene (Wineberg L994). At that time. approximately 80% of coral species 

living in the Caribbean became extinct and more than 60% of the species now living in 



the C ~ b b e a n  originated (Budd et al. 1998). Sfylophom is similar in appeannce and 

habitat to Acroporu cerwicornis (Gill and Hubbard 1985). Like Acroporn crrvicornis, 

Stylophora preferred deeper. clear. calm waters out of the range of surf action and has a 

similar bathymetric range of 0-50 m (Hunter 1994). This highly photophyllic genus was 

most successful in competing for light by out growing cornpetiton. 

Trachyp hyllia 

Trnchyphyflia, is a solitary coral that became extinct in the Caribbean at the end 

of the Tertiary. Recent varieties of this genus flourish today in the Indo-Pacific. This 

genus preferes silty to sandy substrates and has a büthymetric range of 5-40 m. Its cup 

shape implies it grew upward in rapid response to sedimentation (Hunter 1994). 

4.2.4 Bivalves and Gastropds 

Bivalves. epifaunal and infaunal varieties, are found in abundance at al1 latitudes. 

The shells of these creatures are relatively resistant to fragmentation due to their dense 

structure. Generally, thicker shelled varieties live in areas of higher water turbulence. 

The disarticulated. fragrnented and encrusted nature of the shells implies that the animais 

were epifaunal or semi -infaunal 

Gastropods have a widespread distribution in fresh and salt waters of al1 latitudes. 

Marine gastropods tend to be smaller in size ihan their fresh water counterparts and 

thinner shelled varieties more common in colder deeper waters. The dense skeletal 

structure of gastropods generdly inhibits fragmentation, though excessive Wear may 

leave only the thicker centre of the spiral (columella). 



4.2.5 Ech inoids 

Echinoids are exclusively manne and a common elernent of the benthic fauna in 

tropical and temperate seas. Upon death the organic material of the echinoderm decays 

and individual plates. ossicles and spines disarticulate. During burial, calcite cernent 

precipitates as syntaxial rims in optical continuity with the single calcite crystals of the 

enchinoid plate. 

4.3 FACIES INTERPRETATION 

Seven facies have been identified in the Lower Valley. Patrick Island Lagoon and 

Western tnnsects. These facies can be divided into depositional packages 1, lI and III. 

Depositionai package I contains the Rhodolith Amphisieginn Trachyphyllia. Bivalve 

Foram Halimeda Rhodolith. and Amphistegina Rhodolith facies. Depositional package LI 

is composed of the Rhodolith Free Living and Briinching Coral Amphistegina facies. The 

Hnlimedo Amphisteginn. Rhodolith Coralline Red Algae and S~ylophora Halimeda 

Amphistegina facies comprise depositional package III. Each of these packages contain 

facies that have similar environments of deposition. 

Sorne generalizations can be made regarding water depth. energy and circulation 

before a full discussion on the interpretation of the paleoenvironment is presented. 

4.3. I Water Depth 

The presence of Halimeda and photop hy 1 lic corals (Spiophora. Trachyphyllia. 

Porites) throughout the Pedro C a d e  Formation support that deposition occurred in the 

photic zone. The photic zone may reach depths down to 1 0  m in clear waters (Tucker 

and Wright 1990). The carbonate factory is most prolific at depths less than 20 m and 

Framework conls are most prolific in depths less than 15 m (Tucker and Wright 1990). 



The absence of frdmework corüls and genenl scarcity of biota (sequence is 

predominantly wac kestone and floütstone) indicütes thüt sedimentation of the Pedro 

Castle Formation took place in depths greater than 15 m. The dominünce of muddier 

matrices (generil lack of gminstones and rudstones) rnay further support deeper water 

conditions, 

4.3.2 Water Energy 

The sediments of the Pedro Castle Fmnation indicate that water energy 

conditions varied throughout deposition. Higher energy conditions are suggested by the 

presence of large rhodoliths and fragmented bnnching and free living corals. The 

associated high energy matrices are dominated by packstones, with local grainstones. 

Wückestone matrices associated with baffling corals rnay also indicate higher energy. 

Quieter energy conditions are associated with a Low diversity and abundance of biota. 

Matrices attributed to lower energy conditions are composed of wackestones and 

mudstones. Generally, the three packages in the study area exhibit higher energy 

conditions at the base of the Pedro Castle Formation followed by sequentially quieter 

conditions towards the top. 

4.3.3 Water Circulation 

Water circulation in a lagoon is typically restricted due to the presence of a 

barrier, commonly a reef. The ridge present on the erosional Cayman Unconforrnity 

would have provided a substantial bamer during the early phases of deposition of the 

Pedro Castle Formation. The ridge would have restricted water circulation over much of 

the island and created a quiet interior atoll-like lagoon. As deposition continued and 

water depths increased the effect of the ridge would have been Iessened as later 

deposition was controlled by water depth. The presence of breaches in the ridge, such as 



the Pedro Gap in the study areü, would have increased cimlation and allowed for the 

development of a more open marine biotic assemblage. 

4.3.4 Depositional Packages 

Depositional Package 1 

Depositional Package I (Figure 4.1 ) is composed of the basal Rhodolith 

Amphistegina Truchyphyllici facies which is found throughout the study area. Also 

included in this package are the Bivalve Foram Hdimeclu Rhodolith, and Amphistegina 

Rhodolith facies. 

Each of the facies in this initial sequence imply higher energy conditions than 

seen elsewhere in the formation. The matrices found in the three facies of this sequence 

are wackestones to packstones with local gninstones. The wackestones are still higher 

energy deposits as they are associated with baffling corüls. These grain supported 

matrices suggest a turbid, higher energy environment that did not permit fines to settle 

out. The biotas present in the 3 facies funher support a higher energy depositional 

regime. The dominance of rhodoliths throughout this initial sequence places de position 

within the range of waves and currents. Wave and current action would have frequently 

ovenumed the rhodoliths, giving the algae the Iarninar growth fom that evenly coated 

the nodules. The basal Rhodolith Amphistegina Trnchyphyllia facies is representative of 

the initial transgression. The ubiquitous nature of this facies can be attributed io the 

initial colonization of the Cayman Unconformity as Pliocene waters flooded the area 

Rhodoliths, AmphLFtrgina and Trachyphyllia pre fer non muddy environments and the 

solidified Cayman Unconformity would have provided an ideal substrate for their 

developrnent. Water depth increased throughout deposition of this sequence. This is 

evidenced by the absence of the coral Trachyphylliu in the upper 2 facies of this 

sequence. Sea level was nsing too npidly to maintain continued growth of this coral. 
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The fcllowing Alnphisteginrr Rhodolit h and Bivalve Foran Halimedu Rhodolith facies 

represent the initial stages of the quiescent Pliocene lügoon. Forarns and Hulimeda 

become the dominant organisms and by the end of this package Hulimedc~ thickets 

dominated the tloor of the lagoon with benthic forams and bivalves being other dominant 

fauna. 

The lack of major reef development. the changes in biotic assemblages throughout 

deposi tion and the dominance of packstone to grainstone matrices suggests these rocks 

were deposited in a npidly deepening Iagoon. The peripherd ndge would have been an 

active barrier during deposition of this initial sequence. This b&er created an interior 

lagoon that achieved a maximum water depth of 15-20 m. 

Depositional Package 11 

Depositional Packages 11 and III were deposited penecontemponneously. The 

relationship between these rwo packages is best described after the environmental 

interpretation is presented. 

Depositional Package iI (Figure 4.2) is composed of the Rhodolith Free Living 

and Bnnching Con1 Amphisleginti facies. The transition from Depositional Package 1 to 

II is marked by the stabilization of sea level. Free living (Trachyphyllia) and bnnching 

cor& (Srylophora) flourished in high numbers indicating sea level was no longer nsing 

at a fast pace. Rhodoliths were still dominant and ;ire of sirnilx morphology to those 

present in Depositional Package 1. The ovenll high diversity and abundance of biota in 

this sequence indicate the Pliocene lagoon had unrestricted circulation. The matrix in this 

sequence is a wackestone. The association of this matrix with büming corals implies it is 

a relatively higher energy deposit. In general the Pedro Castle lagoon had a firm non- 





muddy sea Roor. was turbulent, rich with nutrients and stable enough to support the 

active development of corzls. 

This sequence is a collection of healthy, diverse patch reefs growing behind the 

barrier ridge. The presence of the Pedro gap may have kept conditions open km's behind 

the ridge as sea level slowly rose. 

Depositional Package I I I  

Depositional Package III (Figure 4.3) is composed of the Stylophora Halimeda 

Amphistegim, Hdimeda Amphistegina and Rhodolith Conlline Red Algae facies. This 

sequence is characterized by an increase in water depth with localized restriction as sea 

level rose. 

The Stylophorn Halimeda Amphisteginu facies was deposited throughout the 

duration of Depositional Sequence III and is coeval with the other two facies. The 

transition from Depositional Sequences 1 and [I is marked by the disappearance of 

rhodoliths and Trachyphyllin. Srylophorn, a branching coral most prolific in deeper 

waters, becomes the dominant animal in the study area. The abundance of this coral 

indicates the Pedro Castle lagoon was deep, calm and out of the range of surf action. At 

the end of Depositional Sequence III tbis facies was deposited over most of the study 

area. 

The Holimeda Amphistegina and Rhodolith Coralline Red AIgae facies develop in 

the central parts of the lagoon as water levels continue to rise. As circulation restriction 

develops. there is a decrease in the diversity. abundance and size of allochems. The 

matrix reflects these deepening conditions as it is composed of wackestones to 

mudstones. Megafossils are conspicuously absent as these two facies are completely 

composed of matrix allocherns. These two facies represent localized restriction in water 

circultion in an ever deepening lagoon. 





By the end of the Pliocene the Pedro Castle Iügoon had a healthy diverse deeper 

water assemblage olconls. Fonms and green ülgae. Bathymetry was the most important 

factor controlling hunal distribution as the Cayman Ridge was subrnerged and no longer 

acting as an energy baffle. This sequence represents the deepest waters seen in the study 

area. Water depth for this final sequence was on the order of 25-35m but possibly 

deeper. 

Depositional Sequences 11 and III represent changing conditions within the Pedro 

Castle lagoon. The patch reefs of Depositional Sequence II thrive when lagoond 

conditions are at r moderate depth and unrestricted. Once sea level started to rise a 

deeper water üssernblage became dominant. During the deposition of the final sequence 

parts of the Iagoon became restricted and a more stressed assemblage is present. 

4.4 SYNOPSIS 

The 7 facies identified in the Pedro Castle Formation can be divided into 3 

depositional packages. These packages were deposited in waters deeper than 15 m in an 

atoll-like lagoon. The assemblages present record a tnnsgressive event during the 

Pliocene. Diiring early deposition the peripheral ridge was an important energy baffle 

whereas in Iater deposition bathymetry was the most important control. 



5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The depositional and diagenetic history of Grand Cayman has been dictated by 

global changes in sea level. Understanding the cause of changes in eustatic sea level is 

cntical to understanding the geologic history of Grand Cayman. 

5.2 SEA LEVEL HISTORY 

Changes in eustatic sea level are well documented for the Phanerozoic (Vail et al. 

1977; Hallam 1984; Haq et al. 1987). 'Vail Curves' show global changes of sea level on 

different orden of cyclicity. First order cycles are global changes that occur on a 200- 

400 Ma tirnescaie whereas; second order cycles occur every 10- 100 Ma. Third order 

cycles occur every 1- 10 Ma and have the best resolution for eustatic sea level changes 

during the Tertiary (Figure 5.1) 

Due to variation in the dating of events, the Tertiary tirnescaie of Hayes and 

Frakes ( 1973) is utilized here. It should be noted that variation in dating by different 

authors is a controversy over time scde definitions rather than the exact timing of events. 
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Figure 5.1. Third order sea level curves for the Tertiary (Vail et al. 1977) 



5.2.1 Paleocene tu Oligocene Sea Levek (65 - 25 Ma) 

Plate tectonic üctivi ty in the Paleocene changed ocean circulation patterns 

permitting antarctic glaciation in the Late Oligiocene. The initial rifting of the 

Austnliün-Antarctic continent in the Paleocene sent Austnlia drifting northward at 

approximately 5 cmlyr. (Kennett n cri. 1975). This continental divergence was the first 

step in developing circumpolar circulation around Antarctica. Once established it would 

change the climate to one that would be conducive to continent wide glaciation. 

By the Eocene, glaciation had commenced on Antarctica (Margolis and Kennett 

197 1; Geitzenauer et cil. 1968) but was limited by the temperate climate that still 

persisted on the continent (Hayes and Frakes 1973). Australiü was imposing a shallow 

water bamer to circumpolar circulation preventing the full development of a cool 

Antarctic climate. Australia's continua1 nonhward drift finally resulted in the 

configuration of circumpolar circulation and the initiation of major Antarctic glaciation in 

the Early Oligocene (Kennett et ni. 1972; Hayes and Frakes 1973). As ice built up on 

Antarctica, a gradua1 drop in sea level was felt globdly. The magnitude of this Middle 

Oligocene drop in sea level has been estimated at up to 100 m (Hayes and Frakes 1973). 

As sea level continued to drop, many isolated oceanic islands. including Grand Cayman, 

becarne subaeridly exposed. The unconformity on the top of the Brac Formation would 

have developed at this tirne. 



5.2.2 Mbcene Sea Levels (25 - 5 Ma) 

Slowly advancing Antarctic ice continued to lower sea level during the Early and 

Middle Miocene (Kemp and Hayes 1975). The culmination of this cooling episode in the 

Late Miocene resulted in the abrupt, drarnatic expansion of continental ice on Antarctica 

(Hodel1 and Kennett 1986). Mercer and Sutter (1982) stated that Antarctic glaciation 

done was insufficient to appreciabiy lower sea level. They proposed that Nonhem 

Hemisphere glaciation, chiefly in Nonh America away from the Atlantic coast, played an 

instrumental role in the eustatic lowenng of sea level dunng the terminal Miocene 

(Messinian). The uplift of the Himalüyan-Tibetan Plateau may have been the driving 

force behind this dramatic increase in glaciation (Fort 1996; Filippelli 1997). The uplift 

of the Himaiayan Range and adjacent Tibetan Plateau (-7 Ma) would have changed 

atmospheric circulation and increased the dnwdown of atmospheric COr resulting in 

global cooling and increased continental ice buildup. 

The magnitude of the Messinian eustatic drop in sea level has been the subject of 

much debate with estirnates ranging from 30 m (Aharon et al. 1993). 40 rn (Berggren and 

Haq 1976; McKenzie et al. 1984). 40-60 rn (Hodell and Kennett 1986), 40-70 m (Kennett 

1967), 50-70 rn (Adams et al. 1977). 80 m (Cita and Ryan 1979). 70-100 m (Loutit and 

Keigwin 1982). 75- 125 m (Lincoln and Schlanger 1987) to 180 m (Pigram et al. 1992) 

below present sea level. These lowstand positions were derived from areas outside of the 

Carïbbean. Jones and Hunter ( 1994) estimated that the Messinian drop in sea level to be 
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at lest  4 1 m below present sea level, based on evidence frorn Grand Cayman. This 

Messiniün lowstand was a contributing factor in the well docurnenied desiccation of the 

Mediterranean, which resulted in the deposition of a thick evaporite succession (Hsü et 

ai. 1973; Adams et ul. 1977; Hsu et al. 1977). This towstand is recorded on the eustatic 

sea level curve (Figure 4.1 ) of Vüil et al. ( 1977) and is thought to have lasted for 

approximütely 1 Ma (Hayes and Frakes 1973: Beggren and Haq 1976; McKenzie et al. 

1984; Aharon et cil. 1993). The Cayman Unconformity developed during this time (Jones 

and Hunter 1994). 

5.2.3 Pliocene Sea Levels (5 - 3.0 Ma) 

The Miocene-Pliocene boundary, approximately 5.0 Ma. marked the end of 

glacial advancement in the Antarctic and the commencement of an interglacial period. 

Melting of the Antarctic ice sheet and the associated rise in sea level Booded the 

Mediterranean basin and ended the Messinian Salinity Crisis (Hsü et al. 1973). The onset 

of these events marked the beginning of a period of global warming. 

Pliocene warming is characterized by increased ocean ternpentures, in higher 

latitudes, by 33°C above present conditions (Hecht 1990; Dowsett et al. 1992; Cronin 

and Dowsett 1993). The cause of the warrner climates and the extent of Antarctic ice 

retreat in the Early Pliocene (5.0-3.5 Ma) has been the subject of much debate (Pickard et 

tif. 1988; Dowsett et al. 1992: Hünvood and Webb 1998; Stroeven et ai. 1998). Many 
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mechanisms have been discussed as possible causes of Pliocene warming. Kecht ( 1990) 

proposed that 'Greenhouse' gases (e.g. CO?) were üt high levels in the atmosphere and 

were the culprit of the elevated global temperatures. The causes of those elevated COz 

levels, however, is still in question. McKenzie et cd .  (1984) suggested that the cessation 

of the sülinity crisis in the Mediterrünean rnay ülso have triggered climatic changes but 

the reason behind thüt is ülso in question. Cronin and Dowsett ( 1993) suggested thnt 

changes in oceanic circulation patterns associated with the emergence of the Isthmus of 

Panama was the cause of ice retreat in Antarctica. The emergence of this land barrier 

would have tïrst restricted deep circulation dunng the latest Miocene earliest Pliocene 

and its final emergence -3 Ma would have created the final barrier to surface circulation 

(Dowsett et al. 1992). This land barrier would have blocked the free flow of water 

between the equatorial Pacific and Atlantic oceans. thus intensifying the gulf stream and 

diverting wam waters into higher nonhem latitudes (Hecht 1990; Coates 1992: Dowsett 

et al. 1992; Cronin and Dowsett 1993). Similarly, warm water could also be transrnitted 

to high southern latitudes where they would upwell around Antarctica (Broeker and 

Denton 1989). Warmer temperatures at higher latitudes would have altered climatic 

conditions and initiated the retreat of ice in the Antarctic (McKenzie et al. 1984) and 

Northem Hemisphere (Mercer and Sutter 1982). This glacial retreat elevated sea levei to 

three maximum highstands in the Pliocene at approximately 4.6.4.0 and 3.5 Ma. 



Pliocene seü level tl~ictulitions (Figure 5.2) were documented by Haq et ni. 

( 1987). The Pliocene cornniencrd with an initial highstand ( H  1).  followed by a small 

drop in sea level at üpproximateiy 4.2 Ma (Hz). This first highstand (Hl), peaking at 4.6 

Ma, has estimated magnitudes of 29-36 m (Wardlüw and Quinn 1991). 50 m (Hayes and 

Fnkes 1973). 70 m ( McKenzie el c d .  1984), to 75 m (Pickard el ol. 1988) above present 

sea level. Following this highstand (H I ) ,  sea level quickly rebounded reaching a second 

maximum at approximately 4.0 Ma (H2) and then dnmatically fell approximately 3.8 

Ma. Whether or not H i and H2 are separate highstands or one single event is open to 

conjecture. The scale of observation will dictate if one or two highstands would be 

identitiable. Continued glacial retreat in the Antarctic elevated sea level to a third 

Pliocene highstand (H3) at approximately 3.5 Ma. This rise in sea level has varying 

estimütes regarding its magnitude nnging from 25-35 m (Cronin and Dowse 1993), 30- 

35 m (Hecht 1990), 20-25 rn (Wardlaw and Quinn I991), to 40 m (Shackleton and 

Opdyke 1977) above present sea level. This third highstand (H3) is of shorter duration 

and lower magnitude than the fint highstand (H 1). 

5.3. SEA LEVEL ~ITERPRETA'TION 

The geological record on Griind Ciiyman is inconclusive with respect to which 

Pliocene highstand was responsible For deposition of sediments that now fom the Pedro 

Castle Formation. Strontium dates for the limestones of the Pedro Castle Formation give 
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Figure 5.2. Third order sea levei curves for the Pliocene (modified from Haq et al. 1987; 
Krantz 1991). 



ages of 3-5 Ma (Jones et ni.. 1994b). Over these 2 Ma only one transgressive cycle is 

recognized in the Pedro Castle Formation by this study and that of Wignall ( 1995). [t is 

di fficult to determine w hich Pliocene transgressive event the Pedro Castle Formation 

represents (Figure 5.2). In attempts to further delineate the timing of deposition. 

sedimentation rates of O. 1 - 0.5 crnlka for back Iagoon settings are used (Tucker and 

Wright 1990). For the 44 metres of Pedro Castle Formation found in the Lower Valley, 

lengths for deposition Vary from 88,000 - 440.000 years. The fint, second and third 

highstands developed over 900,000. 200,000 and 400,000 yean respectively. The 

calculated time frames For sedimentation al1 fdl within the margins of each transgressive 

event. Since the Pedro Castle Formation is unconformity bounded and part of the 

formation may be missing. it is difficult to resolve which highstand this sequence is 

related to. This sequence is, however, rnost likely a result of the first highstand in the 

Pliocene. it is more LikeIy to remove sediment from the top of a sequence rather than the 

base. It is safe to say that sedimentation of the Pedro Cade Formation was terminated 

by a drop in sealevel associated with the onset of Pleistocene glaciation in the Nonhern 

Hemisphere (Shackleton and Cita 1976). The Pedro Castle Unconfomiity represents this 

drop in sen level. Unfortunately. until another transgressive cycle is found in the Pedro 

Castle Formation in the Caymans, the exact timing of the transgressive cycle seen by 

Wignall ( 1995) and this study will remain inconclusive. 



Estimates for the magnitude of Pliocene sea level of the Pedro Castle Formation 

in the Lower Valley is 30-35 rn above present day sea level. This is based on a minimum 

sea level of 16 m above present, as the Pedro Castle Formation outcrops at this height at 

Pedro (Great) Bluff near Pedro Castle. The facies at that locaiity is unknown due to 

karsting on the formation. In close proximity to that Iocality, at Pedro Castle Quarry. the 

Rhodolith Amphisfegina Truchyphyllia facies of the Pedro Castle Formation is exposed at 

11.5 m asl. This facies is presurnably present at Pedro Bluff as it ubiquitously overlies 

the Cayman Unconformity. This facies represents a water depth of 15-20 m based on the 

faunal assemblage and similarities to modem seitings. 

5.4. SYNOPSIS 

Pliocene sez level variations are due to a complex senes of tectonic events that 

have their origins in the Paleocene. The Pedro Castle Formation is estirnated to have been 

deposited in a maximum water depth of 30-40 m based on the current position and 

depositional water depth of the uppermost facies. Since only one cycle of sea level 

change is seen to date in the Pedro Cade Formation the exact timing of the related 

highstand may be at 4.6,4.0 or 3.5 Ma. 



The examination of accessible outcrop and 10 cores from the Pliocene Pedro 

Castle Formation on the southwest corner of Grand Cayman has led to the following 

conclusions: 

The Piiocene highstand during the deposition of the Pedro Castle Formation was 

probably 30 - 35 m above present day sea level. 

The Pedro Castle Formation is composed OF 7 facies that can be separated into 

depositional packages 1.11 and III. Each of these packages contain facies that have 

accumulated in similar depositional environments. 

Sediments of the Pedro Castle Formation were deposited in waters deeper than 15m 

in an atoll-like lagoon. The Facies succession in the Pedro Castle Formation records a 

transgressive event. 

Earliest deposition of the Pedro Cade  Formation (Depositional Package 1) was 

deposited in a rapidly deepening lagoon. The lagoon was surrounded by the 

peripheral ridge, which influenced sedimentation. The maximum water depth during 

that period was 15-20 m. 

Later deposition of the Pedro Castle Formation (Depositionai Package II, III) was 

primarily controlled by bathymetry because the peripheral ridge was no longer an 



active barrier. The Ficies in these packages indicate that sea lrvel was rising slowly 

until water depths of 25-35m were present. 

6) One trünsgressive cycle is recognized in the Pedro Castle Formation on Grand 

Cayman. The exact timing of this transgressive cycle is unknown because of the 

problems üssociated with the correlation of it to any one of the three transgressive 

events currently recognized in eustatic sea level curves for the Pliocene. 
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poam p r c k m .  Rhoddo# nat a w y  abunbnt 
and clcm. Ca#bs chmant cornmon thraughout but 
~ i n r k i ~ m y o u m w e u p o o n . ~  

\ 
muddy leyen (inchat ln thdtna), 

CoraiquknrbtAy. Haveamudibratbme(mlhno 
vicbkailtsn)ütenaTtPchyghylla,~ra 
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~ p h o r a I k a b r b i . ~ a f m i n t n  
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marbr Noreaicoribaebbslwaenfioetandmuddm. 
W.bnociloitrœmnit 



Lower Valley Resewoit #î (LVR#?) 
174, MY 489760.2131580 

-~fioebbiinanAmphistbPnaweck&n 
maûk On ly3Mwl~a tcoreandnatmuch  
oicsmabk.Feunaere~ksc)#danâcoreir 
we&wd#~ge Rnodolawarel-2cmenddio 
wme clm. 

LVRI? @ TR68W. 
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Otto watler's Pasture #l {Owml) 
170, MM 410o30, a32750 





Otto Watler's Pasture M A  (OWPHA) 
17Q MY 47û54û. 213275û 





ûtb Watier's Pasture #2 (OWPm) 
IfQ, MM 488780,2131580 

Date logged: August 1 3,1997 

Logg9dby:AstridAlts 
Remarks: Spudded 1 1lO6l93, Abandoned 14/06193, KB: 2 T 8  TD: 94'8". 

Location: Otto Watlets pastwe, ea$ side of track just before second gate. 
Reason for temination: sand in th8 ale. Pmspects for deepening are poor. 

ImniMR Fa- - 



Otto Watlets Pasture #2 (OWPn2) 
ItQ, MM 489760,2131ü8û 



Otto Waüef s Pasture #2 (O-) 

and Habneda a commor, nudcu* 

-Grades up into Amph#eglna pedtrbDna with wncr 
~ ~ ( 4 m ) .  Mamr IB mrnwtm gmny in 

ütüe ddte cement AmphiPtegina are \ IM)Ysoi- 



Otta Watler's Pasture #3 (O-) 
17Q MU 170140,2131550 

Date loggoci: 
LoggedbyAstndArts 
Fbmarka. Spudded 18106193, Abandoned 1WOôf93. KB; 6'0". TD: 1673". 

Location. Na31 edge of sinkhole just east of Lawer Valley Reserroir. 
Reason for temiination: drilled as a test hole for Waîe$ Autharity, had readiad TD. Good 
pmpects for deepening. 

1 LEGEND 



LoggedbyAstridArts 
Rwnarks: Spudded 18110192. AbendMied 2ûflOl92, KB: 1'6". TD: 96'8". 

Location: Patrick's Island Oeveiopment, south shore of North S d .  Reason for temiinatbm 
Iuw -es. No prospects for deepening. 



Sewage House and Treatment #l (SHTM) 
t7Q MM «Wna0,21552W 

Date loggeâ: August 12,1997 
LogQed by: Astrid Arts 
Remarlu: Spudded 04109192 Abandoned 05109/92, KB: 40". TD: 12TlUb. 

L o d m  N m  camer of sawage lagoon compund at end of Seymour Rd. R m  for 
Tamination: sand thidretn 3yr old peanut butter and jamming frequentSr. No prospeds for 
deepening. 



Sewage H o m  and Treabnent #î (SHTM) 
i7Q MM 4607!iO, 21352B5 



Sewage House and Treatment #2 (Hm) 
17Q MM reosU, a35325 

Date iogged: August 12 1997 
Loggedby9widAfts 
Remarks: Spudded (13108193, Abandoned û7-, KB: 4'0". TD: 127'0". Location: North- m r  of 

sewage lagoon compwnd at end of Seymour Rd. Reason for temination: poor -8% 
No prospect for deepenicig. 

I LEGEND 



Sewage House and Tmatment #2 (SHTWZ) 
17Q MM 213S32S 




